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Oxford Analytica is delighted to present this briefing book which showcases
our analysis of Donald Trump's election victory by way of selected articles
from the Oxford Analytica Daily Brief.
Oxford Analytica is an international analysis and advisory firm founded in 1975. It
draws on a global expert network to serve executives in over 150 major banks,
corporations, and professional services firms around the world, as well as
leaders in over 50 governments and international institutions.
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Our Daily Brief service, which monitors worldwide risks, and our Advisory
Practice enable the world’s leading organizations to navigate complex global
environments that impact strategy, investments, operations and policy. If you
have any questions arising from any of the articles included here, or from
comments made at the event on November 23, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
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Graham Hutchings,
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November 22, 2016

Coal sector symbolism will shape US energy policy
President-elect Donald Trump has vowed to end his predecessor’s
‘war on coal’ despite the industry’s structural decline
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President-elect Donald Trump has pledged to end “job-killing
on January 20, 2017, and undertake the process of rolling back
Obama’s Clean Power Plan via legislation and executive branch fiat.
This symbolic bid by Washington to protect blue-collar mining
jobs in defiance of the environmental concerns of political and
economic elites will lead to backsliding by the United States
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_ The Democrats will struggle to reconcile
their traditional working-class base with the
environmental goals of its metropolitan backers.
_
easier to enact, as the ruling Liberals do not
depend politically on coal-producing areas.
_
overcapacity and greenhouse gas emissions could
see coal prices become more volatile.

Agreement’s 2100 warming targets unrealistic.
However, the structural pressures of existing domestic regulation,
lower overseas demand, cheap natural gas and declining costs
for renewable energy production mean that there is little the
president-elect and Republican Congress can do to arrest Coal
Country’s decline.

Renewables
0

_
diplomatic ties with more activist countries and
boost Beijing’s international standing.

See also: Markets will trump policy to shape US energy mix -- November 15, 2016
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Sources: Bloomberg, BP Statistical Review of World Energy, EIA, Rhodium Group,
Dow Jones Wilshire US Coal Index, Oxford Analytica

Trump’s pledge to save coal jobs comes as the sector faces manifold political and market pressures
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Trump win will test US allies and institutions
Wednesday, November 9 2016
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump defeated Democrat rival Hillary Clinton in
the Electoral College, it was announced today, defying her polling lead and nearly all
predictive models. With Republicans retaining their House and Senate majorities too,
Trump is in a position to take unilateral action via his powers as chief executive, battle with
Republican leaders and the Democratic minority to set the legislative agenda, challenge
his political adversaries for leadership of the party, and define Washington's global role for
the next four years as commander-in-chief. However, investors, foreign capitals, corporates
and the US public uncertainly await further clarification of the unorthodox candidate's
policy programme after discounting his electoral viability and campaign promises.

What next
The significant shock to confidence -- both that of investors and US security partners -- is
likely to persist at least until Trump takes office in January. Politically, Trump is likely to
begin his term with policy changes where he can either act unilaterally under executive
authority or enjoy support from congressional Republicans, such as blocking proposed
trade deals (instead of unravelling enacted arrangements), cuts to non-defence
expenditure, stricter immigration policy and withdrawing US climate commitments.
Analysis
Softer turnout by Democratic-leaning constituencies and a significant uptick in rural white
voters without a college education for the Republicans meant that the favourable preelection polling for Clinton -- combined with assumptions of voter behaviour based on the
small data set of previous elections -- did not reflect the actual makeup of the 2016
electorate (see US/INT: Trump highlights election predictive pitfalls - June 21, 2016).
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Impact
• Senate Democrats under
probable Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer are likely to
adopt a confrontational stance
against the White House.
• Election-related market
volatility may slow the pace of
US interest rate rises next
year.
• Further US disengagement
from the Syrian civil war is
likely, to the benefit of
President Bashar al-Assad.
• Puerto Rico Governor-elect
Ricky Rossello is unlikely to
find allies in Washington for
his pro-statehood agenda.
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U.S. President-elect Donald Trump
speaks at his election night rally in
New York (Reuters/Carlo Allegri)
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Policy impact
Trump waged an 'insider-outsider' campaign devoted to challenging the political status quo,
rallying voters around animus for Clinton, and defying political conventions rather than
engaging in discrete policy debates.
Significant uncertainty surrounds Trump's intentions and ability to enact his broad
domestic priorities due to several factors, including:
• the willingness and ability of the legislative and judicial branches to defy Trump's more
controversial proposals;
• the likely Trump team's relative inexperience in government;
• Trump's fraught relationship with the more moderate and pro-business wing of
congressional Republicans, such as Speaker of the House Paul Ryan (see UNITED
STATES: Speaker Ryan will not unify Congress - November 2, 2015); and
• the relative lack of policy detail required on the campaign trail compared to making
discrete decisions once in office.
Public statements during the transition period and the staffing of key policy positions will
be early indicators of Trump's willingness to cooperate with mainstream Republicans.
It is likely that the Trump administration, through legislation and executive action, will
oversee reversals of a significant part of his predecessor President Barack Obama's
legacy, including:

Trump is likely to reverse most
of Obama's policy legacy upon
taking office

• the Affordable Care Act ('Obamacare');
• the Clean Power Plan (see UNITED STATES: Prices and policy squeeze coal sector January 26, 2016);
• ratification of the (COP21) Paris Agreement;
• US rejection of the Keystone XL pipeline;
• US sanctions relief supporting the Iran nuclear deal (see IRAN: Risks to nuclear deal
are rising - June 15, 2016); and
• the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) (see UNITED STATES: Low-growth
economy will shape politics - October 11, 2016).
Trump's plans for an expansive programme of infrastructure spending, financed by private
investment and public borrowing, face a more fraught legislative path with deficit-sceptical
congressional Republicans. A more modest programme, financed by cuts to other areas of
public expenditure, is a more likely prospect (see UNITED STATES: Infrastructure boom is
unlikely - October 28, 2016).
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Trade pacts
A Trump administration also means that the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and TransAtlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) will probably be blocked by Washington.
Trump may threaten swift US withdrawal from the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). However, the tight integration of the Canadian and Mexican economies with that
of the United States and the substantial disruption caused by a unilateral withdrawal
means that strong pressure from Washington to renegotiate the pact is likely to be an
opening manoeuvre. There is, though, a notable chance of a US withdrawal should talks
bog down (see MEXICO: Weak peso may yet bring trade boost - November 8, 2016).

Trump may push for
renegotiation of NAFTA before
actively threatening
withdrawal

Immigration
Given the central role of immigration in Trump's campaign, it is likely that federal
enforcement actions against undocumented immigrants will increase, though a full-scale
mass deportation policy would prove highly contentious, face legal challenges and cause
economic disruption.
Trump may choose to imbue more gradual measures -- such as increased border security
funding, greater restrictions on asylum seekers, and expedited deportation processes -with symbolic significance as 'tackling' his immigration pledges while promising further
action in the future should he run into preliminary resistance (see MEXICO-US: Wall will
divide, whether built or not - September 6, 2016).
Supreme Court
Impending Republican control of the White House also means that the Senate will continue
its block on Obama's Supreme Court nominee. Once in office, and with a continued
Republican majority in the Senate, Trump will be in the position to set the Court's balance
with conservative justices for some time.
Foreign policy
Trump's victory will see US allies seek quick reassurance of Washington's commitments
to its security arrangements, international law and participation in multilateral institutions;
none of these are likely to be forthcoming from an inward-looking Trump administration
(see today's INTERNATIONAL: US foreign policy uncertainty abounds).
Moscow, in particular, is likely to see opportunities to 'reset' relations with the United
States but will exploit Trump's perceived naivete to pressure NATO and Europe and gain
ground in Syria (see today's RUSSIA: Moscow will exploit Trump's softer line). In Beijing,
the uncertainty and instability that a Trump victory may bring to regional affairs offsets, for
now, at least, any perceived weakening of Washington's international prestige (see today's
CHINA: Trump victory brings more risks than benefits).
Some bilateral relationships may improve as a result of muted US criticism as part of a
hands-off Trump foreign policy, particularly with non-democratic US allies, but many
traditional US security partners in East Asia and in NATO will probably pursue greater
defence expenditure and deepen ties with like-minded neighbours (see UNITED STATES:
Allies will seek reassurance - October 21, 2016).
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Party-political impact
Trump's unanticipated win will throw the Democrats into disarray and force introspection by
mainstream Republicans as they prepare for a Trump presidency.
Democrats
Clinton's loss and Republican congressional majorities leave the Democratic Party without
a high-profile leader possessing a national electoral mandate to rally around in anticipation
of future contests.
After winning the Democratic nomination in part due to her ostensible electability, Clinton's
loss will embolden the progressive wing of the party to take a harder line on key issues,
particularly:
• climate and energy policy;
• financial regulation; and
• opposition to trade liberalisation (see UNITED STATES: Sanders will make exit cost
Clinton - May 9, 2016).
When combined with an unfavourable slate of states for Democrats to defend in the Senate
races of the 2018 midterms, internal divisions are likely to take priority on the left until
stronger national candidates emerge from statehouses and Congress.
Republicans
Ryan, who maintained an arms-length relationship with the Republican candidate through
Election Day, is likely to find his speakership -- and calls for a more moderate brand of
conservatism -- severely undermined within the party. He could face a leadership challenge
tacitly or explicitly backed by Trump (see UNITED STATES: Republicans face splits
beyond Trump - March 17, 2016).
Trump-sceptical national security hawks and pro-business conservatives will seek to boost
more mainstream advisers into White House circles and push Trump to adopt orthodox
policy positions.
However, given Trump's antagonistic relationship with the party elite, calculations of
political expedience will guide his interactions with this group, particularly on areas of
lesser importance to Trump's platform, such as fiscal policy, where differences of opinion
on entitlement reform can be smoothed over by mutual agreement on tax cuts,
deregulation and reductions in non-defence spending.
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US foreign policy uncertainty abounds
to abandon the vagueness of the campaign trail

EUROPE: Trump’s election will encourage populists,
such as Hungary’s Orban.
EU: Support for an EU army might surge amid
uncertainty about US commitment to NATO’s Article 5.
UNITED KINGDOM: May have to turn back to the EU

CHINA: May decide to test
President-elect Trump by
increasing its assertiveness in the
South China Sea.
JAPAN: Trump’s win may be an
opening to increase its defence
diplomacy in South-east Asia.

MEXICO: Immigration, border
security and NAFTA issues will
sour US-Mexico relations.
LATIN AMERICA: Uncertainty will
weaken currencies and investment,
driving inflation and slowing recovery.
VENEZUELA: Anti-imperialist
sentiment in the region may boost the
beleaguered anti-US government.

IRAN: Lower commitment to the Iran
nuclear deal will embolden
hardliners.
A two-state
SYRIA: If Islamic State is largely
defeated in Iraq this year, Trump may
be tempted to leave Syria to Putin.

RUSSIA: Sees opportunities
to ‘reset’ US ties while pressuring
NATO and Europe and gaining
ground in Syria.
UKRAINE: Fears that US support will
crumble if Trump believes engaging
Moscow is the bigger gain.

LIBYA: Trump may switch sides,
potentially accelerating the conflict.
GULF: Fears of US isolationism and
withdrawal will alarm Arab allies.
TURKEY: US isolationism could let
Ankara play leader in its region.

INDIA: Protectionist barriers on US
business outsourcing and
immigration would hit Indian services.
AFGHANISTAN: The Taliban will be
emboldened so long as Washington’s
long-term plan is unclear.
PAKISTAN: Trump's hard line on
Muslims and terrorism will accelerate
Pakistan's turn towards China.

US allies will seek quick reassurances about President-elect Trump’s
commitment to Washington’s security arrangements, international agreements
and participation in multilateral institutions while adversaries will likely take the
opportunity to provide an early test of policies ill-defined on the campaign trail.

_ US security partners in East Asia and
NATO will likely pursue greater defence
expenditure and deepen ties with likeminded neighbours.

Moscow, in particular, is likely to exploit Trump’s perceived naivete to pressure
NATO and Europe and gain ground in Syria. In Beijing, the uncertainty and

_ President Enrique Pena Nieto’s nearimpossible task of mending US relations
could end his party’s hopes in Mexico’s
2018 elections.

least, any perceived weakening of Washington’s international prestige.
Some bilateral relationships, especially those with non-democratic US allies,
may improve as a result of a muting of US criticism as a consequence of a

_ In Africa, relationships predicated
on security will outweigh social and
democratic issues.

See also: Trump win will test US allies and institutions -- November 9, 2016
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MARKETS: Global flight to safety will continue
as investors prize fundamentals over noise.
ECONOMY: Chances of the next Fed rate hike
now move further into 2017.
CLIMATE: Trump‘s support for fossil fuels will
threaten the Paris Agreement and global
climate regime
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Beijing prepares to seize gains from Trump win
Monday, November 14 2016
Donald Trump was elected president of the United States on November 8, after a
campaign in which he blamed China's trade policy for damaging US industry. He
threatened trade sanctions on China, but also questioned the value of US military alliances
with countries on its periphery.
A boy holds US and Chinese flags
(Reuters/Shannon Stapleton)

What next
The Xi administration will approach Trump and his team carefully in the coming months,
sounding out his priorities in dealing with China, while preparing either to retaliate
economically or to seize upon the geopolitical vacuum he might create -- or both.
Regardless of what he does once in office, Trump's very election has deepened Chinese
perception of US decline, and Beijing will assume a more assertive international posture in
response.
Analysis
Chinese President Xi Jinping and his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin express 'pleasure'
with the impending Trump presidency for similar reasons: the election of an anti-liberal
populist will deal a blow to putative US soft power.
Moral victory
Chinese media have given minute coverage of Trump's outlandish rhetoric and behaviour,
using him more to mock the US political system than as proof of hostility towards China.
China now considers Washington to have relinquished the moral high ground whence it
has lectured China on human rights and rule of law. Trump's election alone, regardless of
what he may do in office, seems to Beijing to send the world a message that US society
no longer cares about the values that have underpinned US power and the 'liberal world
order'.

Impact
• Beijing's first priority will be
preventing a showdown on
bilateral trade.
• Isolationism in the United
States would free China's
hand in dealing with maritime
disputes.
• Climate change 'denial' is not
an issue in China, so here
Washington will vacate the
moral high ground to Beijing.
• Stalled progress in the TransPacific Partnership leaves the
China-backed Regional
Comprehensive Economic
Partnership as the alternative.

After his election, a new sense of validation within the Party was evident in the celebratory
tone of the Global Times (the state-linked nationalist tabloid) and other state media. The
Party, they sense, no longer has to justify its legitimacy, nor to explain why China's
institutions differ from those of the United States. The Chinese system is no longer an
outlier.
Trade warrior?
Like the rest of the world, Beijing is moving swiftly to reach Trump's transition team to
gauge the odds of his acting on his campaign statements. In his public congratulatory
message Xi stated that he wished to "avoid confrontation".

The Xi administration believes
that Trump's election has cost
Washington soft power

China can have no more certainty about what Trump will actually do than do people in the
United States itself, given his much-promoted 'unpredictability' and the fact his campaign
has some pro-trade economic advisers.
If Trump follows through on his promise to impose a 45% tariff on Chinese goods, Beijing
will come under strong domestic pressure to retaliate. Should this happen, it could hit high
-end markets including aerospace, IT and auto parts.
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More broadly and more dangerously, it could remove trade as the main stabilising element
in bilateral ties and potentially unleash instability across the board.
A relatively conservative option for Beijing would be to work through WTO dispute
settlement mechanisms. Up to now Beijing has been cautious in initiating these
procedures, being far more frequently the target of cases brought by developed countries,
particularly the United States.

The end of economic
cooperation would destabilise
bilateral relations more
broadly

Regional dynamics
Trump has denounced previous US efforts to deepen economic, diplomatic and military ties
with its allies and partners in the region, especially the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade
agreement (TPP) and security guarantees to Japan, South Korea and Australia.
After the election, Trump's team quickly made statements suggesting greater continuity,
but Beijing will prepare to seize any opportunities to pull regional governments further out of
the US orbit, with the Philippines, Thailand and South Korea the most plausible targets.
Whatever the truth of US commitment to the region, the election campaigns of both
candidates sent strong hints to US allies that Washington is less than 100% reliable.
This leaves China in a position to push its agenda more aggressively:
• Premier Li Keqiang made a renewed push for the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) at the September ASEAN summit. China will champion it as the
de facto 'China solution' for regional trade integration.
• The very uncertainty now hanging over US policy already puts China in a stronger
bargaining position in bilateral dealings with Vietnam, the Philippines and Indonesia,
the countries to placate in the South China Sea.
On the North Korean nuclear dilemma, China will maintain Pyongyang's lifeline while
exploiting political crises in Washington and Seoul (see SOUTH KOREA: Crisis may spell
end of Park presidency - October 31, 2016) to press South Korea to abandon plans to
deploy the THAAD missile defence system (see EAST ASIA: THAAD will destabilise
geopolitics - July 8, 2016).
Causes for caution
China benefits in several ways from the current international order in East Asia and
beyond. Washington's policies have:
• kept Japan disarmed;
• deterred North Korean aggression against the South;
• promoted free trade globally; and
• (during US President Barack Obama's administration) championed global efforts to
combat climate change.
Beijing shares all these goals, but would not be able to take the lead should US
commitment weaken, particularly in the short term.
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There are no structures in place for China to exercise leadership. The Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB), Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, Conference on Interaction and
Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA) and One Belt, One Road currently have very
limited remits -- and little or no institutional basis. They could conceivably form the
foundation of a China-led regional order in the long term, but that is a distant prospect.
Outlook
Chinese foreign policy is less nimble than that of the United States, in part because it is
not generally the central government's priority. The next six months will probably be quiet
inasmuch as Beijing will wait to see what Trump does.
It is inclined to take Trump's campaign rhetoric seriously, though it acknowledges his
'unpredictability' as a political outsider and the lack of policy focus of his campaign.
Whatever Trump does, his election will almost certainly prompt changes in Chinese policy
towards the United States and the rest of the world.
An emerging consensus in China is that the 'Pax Americana' taken for granted since 1989
is over. Trump's mere election has shaken widely held assumptions about the United
States's internationalist orientation. China may appear a more consistent and reliable
partner in comparison.
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